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A construction of orthogonal wavelet bases in L 2 ( R d
) from a multiresolution

analysis is given when the scaling function is skew-symmetric about an integer
point. These wavelets are real-valued when the scaling function is real-valued. As an
application. orthogonal wavelets generated by polyharmonic B-splines are obtained.
We also present an example to show that the center of a skew-symmetric scaling
function may not be in Zd/2. ,r 1995 Academic Press. Inc.

The purpose of this paper is to give a construction of wavelet decom
position in the multivariate situation. Our construction relies on the
multiresolution analyses whose scaling functions are skew-symmetric.

We say a sequence of closed subspaces {Jj} jEZ of L 2 (R d
) forms a

multiresolution analysis if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) r-)c r-)+l,jEZ;

(ii) fEr-) if and only if f( 2 . ) E Jj + I ;

(iii) UjEZ r-)=L 2(R d
);

(iv) ()jEZ r-)={O};

(v) there exists a function ¢J E Vo called a scaling function such that
{</>( . - n) } n E Zd is an orthonormal basis of Vo·

A basic and important problem in the study of wavelet decomposition
is the construction of orthogonal wavelet bases from a multiresolu
tion analysis. The wavelet space W is defined as the orthogonal comple
ment of Vo in Vi. Our goal is to find a subset 'I' of W such that {tjI( . - oc) :
tjlE'I', OCEZ d} is an orthonormal basis of W Then {2kdi2tj1(2k. -oc):
tjI E '1', k E Z, oc E Zd} forms an orthonormal basis for L 2 (Rd) called a
wavelet basis.

There has been an extensive study of the construction of orthogonal
wavelet bases in the multivariate case d> 1. A general construction under
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the weakest assumption was given by Jia and Shen in [5] recently. The
disadvantage of their construction is that we can say nothing about the
decay of the resulting wavelets. To have some control of the decay of
the wavelets the intrinsic properties of the scaling function 4> of the multi
resolution analysis must be required. In this paper we are interested in
skew-symmetric scaling functions satisfying

(1)

The first construction of orthogonal wavelets for such scaling functions was
given in the low dimensions (d ~ 3) by Riemenschneider and Shen in
[8, 9]. In arbitrary dimension dEN Jia and Shen gave a simple construc
tion in [5]. However, as was stated by Jia and Shen, "If 4> is symmetric
about the origin, the wavelets constructed are complex-valued in general."
The purpose of this paper is to overcome this shortcoming and construct
orthogonal wavelets which are real-valued if ¢J is real-valued and skew
symmetric about some point c,p E Zd.

Suppose that ¢J E Lz(Rd
) is the scaling function of a multiresolution

analysis satisfying (1) for some point c,p E Z d. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that c,p = 0. Since ¢J is refinab1e, we have

¢J( . ) = L: b( oc) ¢J( 2· - oc)
(XEZa

for some sequence {b(oc)} Elz(Zd).
Note that ¢J has orthonormal integer translates; we have

b( oc) = b( - oc)

(2)

(3)

for all oc E Zd.
Throughout this paper we shall assume that {b(oc)} Ell (Zd) and

Locezd b(oc) =2d
. This assumption is valid if ¢J satisfies Locezd I¢J(· -oc)1 E

L z( [0, 1)d), see [11].
Let C = Cd be the set of all extreme points of the unit cube [0, 1] d, i.e.,

For f.1. E is, we define

and
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Then we know that {4JI'(' -0::) :flE~, O::EZ d
} is an orthonormal basis

of VI' From (2) we also have

Here

~(W) = L hl'(e- iW
) ~IJW),

I' E,ff

WER d
. (4)

~(W) =J f/J(x) e- ix
.
w dx

Rd

is the Fourier transform of ¢;, x· W denotes the inner product of the two vectors
x and W in Rd

, and hI' is the Laurent series called the symbol of bit given by

hlt(z) = I b)o::) zCX.
~E Zd

Suppose we are given a wavelet set {l/JI' : fl E ~\ {O} }. Each l/J It has a
representation of the form

l/Jp= L L bl'v(rx)f/Jv(' -0::),
VE cf ~ E Zd

(5)

where bltv EI2(Zd) (flE~\{O}, VE~).

Let boo v= bv, v E~. Then we have the following characterization of a
wavelet set.

LEMMA 1. The set {l/J)' - rx) : fl E ~\{O}, 0:: E Zd} forms an orthonor
mal basis of W if and only if (hI'V(Z))I', VE<! is a unitary matrix for almost
every ZE rd = {(ZI' ... , Zd) E Cd: Izd = ... = IZdl = l}.

The proof of this lemma can be found in [3, 6].
Thus the problem of wavelet decomposition is reduced into the problem of

completing a unitary matrix with the first row given. Any wavelet decomposi
tion depends on some intrinsic properties of the first row. In the case that the
scaling function is skew-symmetric we have the following property.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that f/J E L 2 (R d
) is a scaling function and skew

symmetric about the origin point. Let the mask sequence {b(O::)}CXEZd of the
refinement equation (2) satisfy {b(o::)} EI\(Zd) and LCXEZd b(0::)=2d. Then
for any Z E T d

,

(b- (~)) 4( 2- d /2 2-t//2)
Ji';" JlEt5-r-.- , ...,- .

Proof Suppose to the contrary that there exists Zo E T d such that
- ~ _ -d12b),-o) - -2 for alI fl E Iff.
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By (3) we have for fl E t' and Z E T d

bp (z)=2- d/2 L b(fl+2rx)z"
GtEZd

= 2 -d/2 I b(fl - 2rx - 2fl) z-x
GtEZd

= 7-/lb- (7)
~ p ~ .

Thus, for all fl E t', we have

z~ = 1,

which implies that Zo = (1, ... , 1).
By our conditions and assumptions

JlE4

= L I 2 -d/2b(fl + 2rx)
Ii E t!! ,xeZd

=2- d/ 2 I b(rx)
ctEZd

This is a contradiction. Hence we cannot have Z E T d such that
b/,(z) = -2 -d/2 for all fl E t'. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. I

With the above property we can now give the extensibility of the mask
symbol.

For n E N, we let I be the n x n identity matrix, e the n x 1 vector
(l, 0, ..., 0) T, where we denote A T as the transpose of the matrix A, and A*
the complex conjugate transpose of A.

Given a nonzero n x 1 vector v in en, we define the Householder matrix
H(v) as

H(v) = 1- 2vv*/(v*v).

We also need a Householder-type matrix given in [4, 5] as

where z = (z" ..., zn)T E en and ZI l' -1.

(6)

(7)

LEMMA 3. Let 11 = (-11;;;, ...,_l/;;;)T. For Z E en with L]~ I Izjl2 = 1
and Z l' u, I-ve let

P(Z)= -Q(-H(u-e)z)H(u-e).

Then P( z) is a unitary matrix with z T as its first row.

(8)
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Proof It is easily checked that H(v) is unitary and Hermitian for any
nonzero vector v. From [5, Lemma 3.3] we also have

-H(u-e)u= -e.

We need a result of Jia and Shen [5, Theorem 5.1]:
Q(::) is a unitary matrix with (::\, ... , ::,,)=::T as its first row whenever

L7~ I 1::)2 = I and:: #- -e.
Note that L7~1 l::j I2 = I =::*::. We obtain

(-H(u - e)::)* (-H(u - e)::) = ::*(H(u - e))* H(u - e)::

=::*::= 1.

By our assumption, :: #- u; hence

- H( u - e):: #- -e.

Therefore, Q( -H(u-e)::) is a unitary matrix and its first row is

(-H(u - e)::)T = -::T(H(u - e))T.

Thus, P(::) is a unitary matrix and its first row is

The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. I
Now we can give our construction of a wavelet set.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that rP E L2(R d) is a scaling function and skew
symmetric about the origin point. Let the mask sequence {bloc)} aeZd of the
refinement equation (2) satisfy {b(oc)}E/] and LHzdb(OC)=2d. Then
choosing for :: E T d

-2-d/2+{2-d/2bo(::)-bll(::)+2d/21 d L bl/(::)}
+ 2 I/E &"\{O}

x {2-d/2+bo(::)} If I +2-d/2 L bl/(::)}'
I/E'!

11 E 8\{0}, v = 0;

(jllV - 2d/21 2d+ {2 -d/2bo(::) - bll(::) + 2d/2~ 2d L bl/(::)}
+ I/ES\{O}

X {2-a:i2 +bvC::)} I{I +2-d/2 I bl/(::)}'
f I/E'!

11, vE8\{O}, (9)
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we have a wavelet set {ljIp:flEtS'\{O}} such that {1jI,,(, -~):flEtS'\{O},

~EZd} is an orthonormal basis of W if we define IjIp as in (5).

The proof of Theorem 1 can be easily given from the above lemmas.
We mention only that when ¢J is real-valued, {b( ~)} is real-valued and

for Z E T d and II E tS'

b,,(z) = I 2- d
/
2b(1I + 21X) z-oc

ctEZ"

= L 2 -d/2b(lI_ 2~) zoc.
<XE Zd

Hence the coefficient sequence b,tv in the Laurent series of b"Jz)(II, VEtS')
is real-valued and therefore the wavelet set {IjIJ defined by (5) is real
valued.

We note that the wavelets constructed in Theorem I decay exponentially
fast if the scaling function ¢J does so. By Wiener's lemma we can also see
that the coefficient sequence b"v given by (9) is in 1,(Zd).

For box-splines, Theorem I gives another construction of orthogonal
wavelet sets different from those of Jia and Shen in [5] and StockIer in [10].

As another application we consider the polyharmonic B-splines.
The polyharmonic B-spline N in R d

, normalized to have integral one, has
a Fourier transform given by

where we assume r > d/2, see [7].
Define ¢J E L 2 (R d

) as

!( )
1/2

~(w)=N(w) ",~dIN(w+2n~W ,

(10)

(11 )

Then ¢J is the scaling function of a multiresolution analysis. For x E R d we
have ¢J(x) = ¢J( -x) = ¢J(x). That is, ¢J is real-valued and skew-symmetric
about the origin point and we can apply Theorem I to obtain an
orthogonal wavelet set.

THEOREM 2. Let Nand ¢J be defined as in (10) and (11); then 4J is the
scaling function of a multiresolution analysis {Tj} j E Z of L 2( R d

). Define
{ 1jI" : II E tS'\{O}} as in Theorem 1; then {1jI" ( . - IX) : II E tS'\{O}, IX E Z d} is an
orthonormal real-valued lmvelet basis of W, the orthogonal complement of Va
in ~.
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Let us mention that other constructions are possible if we replace the
vector in Theorem 1 (-2 -dI2, ... , -2 -dI2) by other real-valued vectors. The
method of construction is similar. The construction for d = I can be found
in [1, 2].

If a scaling function rjJ of a multiresolution analysis in L 2(R d
) satisfies

(1), then we may hope that the center c¢ of rjJ will be in Zd/2, since in this
case we can construct the orthogonal wavelet bases by [5] and our
Theorem 1. However, in the second part of this paper we will present an
example to show that this is not true.

Let d= 1. We consider Meyer's well-known basis: ~l E L 2(R) satisfies
~dw) = 1 for Iwl ~ ~n; ~dw) = 0 for Iwl ~ ~n; 0 ~ ~dw) ~ 1 for ~n ~ Iwl ~
1n; ~IEC~(R) is even and satisfies 1~1(wW+I~I(2n-wW=1 for ~n~
w ~ 1n.

We know that

satisfies for a 2n-periodic c~ function HI'
Now we define ifJ E L 2(R) as

ifJ(X) = ifJl(X - a),

wER, (12)

(13)

where a E R is arbitrarily chosen.
Then ifJ E .:t'2(R) c L1(R), i.e., LkEZ lifJ( . + k)\ E L 2([0, 1)). ifJ is real

valueslsince ifJ I is. The integer translates of ifJ are orthonormal since ¢(w) =
e - iocv~I (w) and

L I~(w + 2knW = L I¢:'(w + 2knW = 1
keZ keZ

for any WE R.
Let H(w) be the 2n-periodic function defined by

(14)

for Iwl ~ n.

THEOREM 3. Let ~ and H be defined as above. Then ifJ is the scaling func
tion of a multiresolution analysis, skew-symmetric about a E R and the mask
sequence of the refinement equation which ifJ satisfies is in IdZ).

Proof We show that for any WE R,

(IS)
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If Iwl ~ 4n, then
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If Iwl ~2n, then by (12) we have

~(w) = e-iawi;(w)

=e-
iaw

HI (~) i; (~)

=H(~) ~(~)
since Iwl21 ~ n. /'0.

If 2n ~ Iwl ~ 4n: and cPt (wI2) = 0, then

~(w) = e-iaO'¢;;(w)

since

~ (~) = e- ia1w
/2li; (~) = o.

----The left case is 2n ~ Iwl ~ 4n: and <PI (wI2) # O. In this case, by (12) we have
HI (wI2) = 0 = H I (wI2 ± 2n). If 2n::!.'; w:!.'; 4n:, then wl2 - 2n E [ -n, n] and

Hence (15) is also valid.
The proof for -4n ~ w ~ -2n is similar and we have proved (I5) for

any WE R. We note that H(w) is continuous in fact.
Thus, from (15) we know that 4> is refinable and has orthonormal integer

translates. Also, LkE Z 14>( . + k)l E L 2 ( [0, 1)). By [11, Theorem 2] we
know that

wER,

for some sequence bEll (Z).
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Then by a result of Jia and Micchelli [3], we see that if> is the scaling
function of a multiresolution analysis of L 2 (R). It is evident that if> is real
valued and skew-symmetric about a E R.

The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. I
If <ft(w) ¥ 0 for a.e. WE R d

, then it is true that for a skew-symmetric
scaling function if> , the center must be in Zd/2.
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